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Events  

 

EMT Orientation: November 6th at 6 pm 

(For all courses: Traditional, Hybrid, and FLEX) 

AEMT Orientation: November 14th at 6pm 

(For all courses: Traditional, Hybrid, and FLEX) 

Thanksgiving Break: November 24- December 1 

 

Inside This Issue 
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- Update from THE Update 
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- What GAIEMS is Thankful For  

- Why the Flu Shot is No Joke 
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Success at the Blood Drive 

Thank you so much to everyone that participated and 
donated blood this past month. The bus was full and 
busy all day long!  

Needles may be scary, but not having enough blood to 
save a life is even scarier! Each drop counts for someone 
in need.  

If you were not able to donate blood but would like to 
in the future, let us know! We plan on hosting another 
blood drive soon! 

 

October 2019 Blood Drive 

“Completing class 
is only the 

beginning of your 
education” 

 Update from THE Update 

Georgia Institute of EMS had a hand full of staff 
and instructors attend the EMS Instructor update 
in Savannah, Ga this past month. I am pleased to 
tell you that we have returned with more tips and 
tricks to teach each student proper material in so 
many different ways!  

As a school, GAIEMS is constantly evaluating 
what works in the classroom and what does not. 
This ensures each student is able to learn the 
material taught so they are able to use it 
effectively later in their career.  

Our instructors may be teaching the students, but 
they too are constantly learning new material to 
deliver the best education possible to our 
students!  
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10 week EMT Class - 2019 

 What GAIEMS is Thankful For 

This time each year, Thomas likes to look back at the 
progress the school has had over the past year, what 
needs to be improved, and what could be done 
differently. The school may grow, the students may 
change, but the message remains the same.  

Private businesses are hard to start, and even more 
difficult to keep running. This school is only able to 
remain open from the support from our students and 
staff. 

We are so thankful for each student that passes 
through our doors and decides to become a part of our 
school. The students are what keeps this school open 
for business.  

The instructors that commit to work at Georgia 
Institute of EMS is what makes this school possible. 
We have been blessed with great instructors that truly 
care about the students and their education. We could 
not be happier to have all of you join our family.  

Thank you all so very much!  

October 2019 EMT Orientation 

Why the Flu Shot is No Joke 

It is recommended that everyone over the age of 6 
months get a flu vaccine every single year, and for good 
reason.  

The flu vaccine has been proven to greatly reduce the 
severity of the flu if the virus is contracted after 
vaccination. It has also found to significantly reduces a 
child’s risk of death from the flu, protect pregnant 
women from respirtory infections caused by the flu, and 
greatly decreases the chance of hospitlization from the 
virus along with many more key benefits. 

The Flu causes thousands of people to die each year. As 
a health care provider, the Flu Shot protects not only 
you, but the patients that you may come in contact 
with. A patient that already has a weakened immune 
system could easily become one of those victims if they 
come into contact with this deadly virus.  

By refusing this vaccine, someone else could easily be 
handed a death sentence.  

Source:  
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/keyfacts.htm 
“Key Facts About Seasonal Flu Vaccine.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, 21 Oct. 2019, https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/keyfacts.htm. 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/keyfacts.htm

